
Pebble Necklace 
 

 
 

Designed by Denise Yezbak Moore 
Featuring Bead Gallery® beads 

Available exclusively at 
www.halcraftcollection.com 

 



Materials:  
01 Bead Gallery® green dyed druzy round lentil 35-45mm pendant 
  (20465A) 
01 Bead Gallery® crystal & gold tone rhinestone 2 hole bridge 7x19mm 
  beads (19427A) 
03 Bead Gallery® green & gold tone rhinestone round 8mm beads 
  (19511A) 
02 Bead Gallery® green & gold tone rhinestone rondelle 4x8mm beads 
  (19690A) 
103 Bead Gallery® amber dyed fresh water pearls potato beads (hole  
 through width) sizes vary (16919) 
10 Bead Gallery® green dyed fresh water pearls potato beads (hole 
 through width) sizes vary (16922) 
64” brown 3-ply waxed linen cording 
 
Tools: 
Beadalon classic nipper tool (JTNIP1) 
 
Time: Less than 1 hour 
 
Level Of Difficulty: Advanced 
 
Instructions: 
 

1. Cut 56” of cording. 
2. Remove bail from pendant. 
3. String 1 amber pearl to center of cording.  
4. Pass cord through front hole of pendant. 
5. Bring strands together, and form an overhand knot 

around pearl making sure the pearl is laying flat 
against the pendant. 

6. Form another overhand knot at top of pendant. 
7. String 8mm rhinestone through both cords. 
8. Separate strands and string 2 hole spacer through 

each side of cording. 
9. Left side – String 8mm rhinestone, amber pearl, 

rhinestone rondelle, freshwater pearl, and form an 
overhand knot. 

10. Repeat step 9 on right side of necklace. 
11. Left side – String 49 amber pearls. 
12. Repeat step 11 on right side. 
13. Bring strands together, string 8mm rhinestone and 

form an overhand knot. 



14. Separate strands, Right side – move down a tad, 
form an overhand knot, string 2 green pearls, and 
form an overhand knot. Trim end and fray. 

15. Repeat step 14 on left strand. 
16. Dangles by pendant -  Cut 8” of cording. 
17. Find center of cording and place between 8mm 

bead above pendant and 2 hole spacer.  
18. Form 2 simple knots. 
19. Separate strands, Right side – move down a tad, 

form an overhand knot, string 3 green pearls, and 
form an overhand knot. Trim end and fray. 

20. Repeat step 19 on other strand. 


